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We consider the path-integral of a fermionic oscillator imposing an one-parameter
family of boundary conditions. The resulting determinant is calculated based on the
knowledge of the self-adjoint extension of differential operators. Its dependence on the
boundary condition and time-dependent frequency is explicitly given in a closed form.
The phase of the determinant is induced by the Jacobian of the functional measure. It
accounts for the sign change of the determinant when its value crosses zero.
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The fermion determinant arising from the fermionic path-integral over Grassmann variables
brings important and critical information on models in the eld theory. Anomalies [1, 2, 3, 4]
are the most striking example of this sort. They express the breakdown of symmetries present
in a classical action after integrated out to the determinant [5]. They restrict the model in
its fermion content [4]. Thus, any single question about the determinant deserves a careful
investigation.
The fermion part of any eld theoretical model can be always described by a bundle of
fermionic oscillators by introducing a complete orthogonal basis of spatial congurations. Each
conguration in the basis is the wave function of a fermion one-particle state, and an amplitude
in the expansion of the fermion eld by the congurations is the dynamical variable of a
fermionic oscillator for the corresponding one-particle state. Through the integration of the
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Lagrangian density over the spatial coordinates, we obtain the Lagrangian of the ensemble of
the oscillators. For example, a chiral two-component fermion in a gauge theory is presented in








 a +  a [i!ab() + ab()] b
]
; (1)
where  a and  a are the dynamical variables for the a-th fermion one-particle state, a hermitian
matrix ab consists of the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian i[~@ + i ~A(x)]~ between the a-th
and b-th one-particle states, another hermitian matrix !ab comes from the time component of
the gauge eld. Thus the complete understanding of the determinant of a fermionic oscillator,
a fermion with only one one-particle state, should be the rst step to go for the eld-theoretical
fermions.
In the previous letter [6], we analyzed the fermion determinant of the oscillator and revealed
that it crucially depends on the boundary condition with respect to the imaginary time. The
oscillator has just one time-dependent frequency, ()+i!() when presented as in Eq. (1), and
we restricted it to real, !() = 0. Two quantum states, vacant and occupied, of the oscillator
have then a real positive-denite transition amplitude in the imaginary time evolution. The
path-integral over anti-periodic congurations is well known to yield the trace of the time
evolution operator. Thus the value of the determinant is real positive-denite in this case. The
periodic boundary condition (although less known than the anti-periodic case) also yields a
trace, but in which each state is weighted with (−)F , F the fermion number of the state; zero
for the vacant and one for the occupied [6, 7]. The resulting determinant can be either positive
or negative depending on the explicit prole of (). Our motivation in the letter was about
zero-mode. We have shown the conguration space in that it resides to be never the same as
the anti-periodic and to be dierent in general from the periodic. The value of the determinant
is zero of course in this case.
Although we usually think the boundary condition dependence becomes vanishingly small
in the limit of the time interval to be taken innity and are not so conscious of it in an explicit
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calculation, these dierences of the determinant values, at least in the sign, never disappear in
the limit. The purpose of this letter is to conrm the occurrence of the boundary condition
dependence of the determinant and discuss its consequence.
The calculation in the previous letter [6] was weak in the sense that we only dealt with a real
boundary condition parameter (its meaning will be clear shortly). As a result, the eigenvectors
for the determinant calculation as well as the determinant itself were both real. We concluded
that the determinant changes its own sign if an eigenvalue becomes zero while the time prole
of the frequency varies continuously. This was expected by considering the derivation of the
path-integral expression from the calculation of the time evolution amplitude. We yet notice
there is an ambiguity since the calculation we adopted in the previous letter was basically for
the modulus of the determinant. In this letter we extend the calculation to the case of complex
boundary condition parameter.









d  D 
]
; (2)
where D = d=d + () and () is the time-dependent real frequency induced by background
bosonic degrees of freedom. I is often called ‘determinant of D’ for the nature of Grassmann
integral [8, 9, 10].
Since D is not a nite dimensional matrix, its determinant is not a simple product of
its eigenvalues. Even the meaning of ‘eigenvalue of D’ is not very clear: its domain, the
dening liner manifold of D in the Hilbert space of the square-integrable functions in the
interval T , is dierent from its range, the resulting manifold by the operation of D on the
domain. Fujikawa proposed a method available in this situation [11]. Following him, we solve
the eigenvalue problems of DyD and DDy using the adjoint operator Dy  −d=d + (). By
imposing appropriate boundary conditions, we can make them self-adjoint and their normalized
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eigenvectors ’(n) and (n) (n = 1; 2; 3; ::::),
DyD’(n) = n’(n); DDy(n) = n(n); (3)
have a one-one correspondence
1p
n
D’(n) = (n); 1p
n
Dy(n) = ’(n); (4)

























where N is the Jacobian between the measures, det(DyD)  ∏n n is the innite product of
the eigenvalues. The latter, although divergent, makes a sense in the combination with N .
The boundary conditions we use is parametrized by one complex variable , which we
referred to the boundary condition parameter. The domain of DyD is dened by
’(0) + ’(T ) = 0; D’(0) +D’(T ) = 0; (7)
and of DDy by
(0) + (T ) = 0; Dy(0) + Dy(T ) = 0: (8)
Note these conditions conserve the one-one correspondence (4). We can readily verify equations
(DyD’1; ’2) = (D’1;D’2) = (’1;DyD’2) for arbitrary ’1 and ’2 that obey the boundary
condition, where the inner product of vectors in the Hilbert space, say ’ and , is (; ’) 
∫ T
0 d
’: Thus DyD is at least a symmetric non-negative operator in the domain; so is DDy.
It is in fact self-adjoint so as to have a complete orthonormal basis of eigenvectors and the
expansion in Eq. (5) covers over all possible congurations. The proof is done based on the
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mathematical theory of self-adjoint extension of a symmetric operator [12]. It is beyond our
intention of this letter; we will write it in a separate publication [13]. The determinant I now
depends on  as well as the background (), I = Iβ[].
We calculate the modulus of I rst and its phase next. Before doing that, it is helpful to know
how the phase comes about in our determinant calculus. We force ourselves by denition to
take always the positive root of
p
n in Eq. (4) for the non-zero eigenvalues. This is equivalent
to dene [det(DyD)]1/2 in (6) as having zero phase. [Allow us to argue the phase of N or
[det(DyD)]1/2 separately. We cannot mention their magnitude without a specic calculation
scheme, but on their phases we can make a meaningful discussion.] Hence the phase of I always
comes in N .
Now assume temporarily that  is real. We can then adopt real functions ’(n)() and (n)()
for the eigenvectors. These functions are the \transformation matrices" between  ()(  ())
and an(an), see Eq. (5). The Jacobian N is their \determinant". Thus N is real. Especially
at  = 1, we know the determinant is positive-denite, and thus the phase of N is zero
independently from ().
To obtain the phase at arbitrary  and (), it suces to know the variation of N when
dierent complete bases are used. Let ’(n)0 and (n)0 be normalized eigenvectors obtained by
dierent  and () from those for ’(n) and (n). The new measure [dbdb] based on them are
related to the old one by [dada] = J [dbdb], where
J  [det(’(n); ’(m)′)]−1  [det((n); (m)′)]−1: (9)
The determinants here are about innite dimensional matrix whose (n;m)-element is given by
the inner-product (’(n); ’(m)
′
) or ((n); ’(m)
′). Each of them is the transformation matrix
between an and bm, or an and bm. The power (-1) in Eq. (9) reflects their Grassmann number
nature. Since the bases are complete orthogonal, the matrices are unitary and J is a phase
factor. N changes by J when the bases vary. Thus its phase at arbitrary  and () is that of
J evaluated by the bases at  = 1 and those at , while () kept xed.
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Note each determinant factor in Eq. (9) is in fact not well-dened separately. The eigen-
vectors always have an ambiguity in their phase and changing it lets the determinant have any
arbitrary value. It is the one-one correspondence (4) that correlates the phases of ’(n) and (n)
and makes J well-dened as a whole.
The modulus of the determinant is readily obtained by slightly extending the calculation in
the previous letter [6] to the case of complex boundary condition parameter. We obtain
jIj = N 0 [(M0 + M1)(M0 + M1)]1/2 ; (10)






, M1 = exp
[
−(1=2) ∫ T0 d()], N 0 is a real positive nor-
malization factor that may at most depend only on . To obtain this result, the matrix
Mβ(z) 
(
u1(z; 0) + u1(z;T ) u2(z; 0) + u2(z;T )
Du1(z; 0) +Du1(z;T ) Du2(z; 0) +Du2(z;T )
)
(11)
plays a very important role, where u1 and u2 are the linearly independent solutions of the
z-parametrized dierential equation
DyDui(z; ) = zui(z; ); (12)
solved with initial conditions u1(z; 0) = 1, _u1(z; 0)  du1=d = 0, u2(z; 0) = 0, and _u2(z; 0) = 1.
The parameter z in Eq. (12) is complex in general. It is an eigenvalue of DyD if and only if
some linear combination of u1 and u2 comes to obey the boundary conditions in (7). This is
equivalent for Mβ(z) to have a two-component vector γi that satises [Mβ(z)]ijγj = 0. Thus
detMβ(z) = 0 if and only if z is one of the eigenvalues of DyD. From this fact we further prove
the identity
det(DyD − z)











where the tilde is used to distinguish two cases dened with dierent frequencies, say () and
~(), but a same boundary condition parameter . Two fractional expressions in (13) are both
a meromorphic function of z. They have poles and zeros at same value of z, i.e. zeros at eigen-
values of DyD and poles at those of ~Dy ~D. They share the same asymptotic values at jzj goes to
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innity. Thus they are an identical function [6] 1. This proves jN [det(DyD)]1/2j=[detMβ(0)]1/2
is independent of the prole of () and we have denoted this ratio as N 0. The value detM(0)
is calculated with the solutions ui at z = 0,



































and turns out to be positive denite indeed. These prove Eq. (10).
The determinant I in (10) is zero for  = −M02 (note M1 = M−10 ). This is because a
zero-mode arises in the domain dened by this value of  in (7). Its eect on the determinant
calculation has been claried in [6].
We next proceed to the phase, lnJ . We start with its variation under an innitesimal
variation of , while the frequency is xed. Applying a well-known formula  ln detM =
TrM−1M for a variation of a matrix M to lnJ , J in Eq. (9), and remembering the normalized
eigenvectors are complete, we obtain















where ’(n) ( (n)) are eigenvectors at  and primed ones are those at  + . We plug the
one-one correspondence (n) = D’(n)=pn into (15). After a partial integration and using the
similar one-one relation for (n)
′
and boundary condition (7), we obtain












where n is the variation of the n-th eigenvalue under the innitesimal change of . It is
calculated by the relation n(’
(n); ’(n)
′




’(n)(T )D’(n)(T )− 

D’(n)(T )’(n)(T ): (17)
1Same argument is used in Ref. [10] to calculate a different determinant.
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This helps us obtain












This expression is now manifestly pure imaginary as it should.







The contour integral of DRz=z on the complex z- plane along a contour that surrounds all
eigenvalues of DyD clockwise, going below the real positive axis from the real positive innity
until it passes all the eigenvalues and then returns moving above the axis, gives a relevant part
of the sum. Another contour integral that goes along a circle at innity instead of crossing the
real axis is zero. We can add it to the former contour to have a close contour C in which the
pole at the origin is the only singularity, see Figure. This provides us with an equation











Here we have been assuming that  always stays o the value −M02 at which R0 is singular;
the phase of I is obviously meaningless when it is zero.
Obtaining the value of the resolvent strongly correlates to understanding why the operator
DyD is self-adjoint. We describe here the outline about how to obtain it and self-contained
details will be published in the separate publication [13]. We starts with a domain D0 in the
Hilbert space in which all vectors are restricted to having vanishing value and time derivative
at the both ends, ’(0) = ’(T ) = _’(0) = _’(T ) = 0. Dened in this domain the second-order
dierential operator DyD is symmetric, but not self-adjoint: the domain of its adjoint is not
restricted by a boundary condition and is wider than D0. The mathematical theory teaches us
how to make it self-adjoint; We have to add two appropriate vectors to D0. The vectors are
some linear combinations of the form
wi(z) = Uiju

j(z)− ui(z) (i = 1; 2) (21)
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constructed from the solutions ui(z) of Eq. (12) solved for xed but an arbitrary non-real z, and
their complex conjugates ui (z) = ui(z
). The two by two matrix U in Eq. (21) is constrained
so that the mapping from the two-dimensional subspace fu1; u2g to the other fu1; u2g, dened
by ui ! Uijuj , is unitary. The dierential operator in this extended domain D  D0fw1; w2g
is proven self-adjoint [12]. The matrix U in our problem is explicitly solved by imposing the
boundary conditions in (7) on wi. The result Uβ(z) now depends on  and z as
[Uβ(z)]ij = [Mβ(z
)]−1jk [Mβ(z)]ki : (22)
The induced mapping by this Uβ(z) is shown to be unitary [13]. Note any vector ’ 2 D satises
the boundary conditions in (7)
Remember what we need is the value of the resolvent at the end of the time interval. Only
wis have a non-vanishing value there among vectors in the domain D. The resolvent is the
inverse of (DyD − z). The latter’s operation on wis is readily calculated as
(DyD − z)wi(z) = (z − z)[Uβ(z)]ijuj(z): (23)
Thus we only need to know the operation of the resolvent on us. Since zero has been assumed
not an eigenvalue, we can take the limit z ! 0 in Eq. (23) to obtain the operation of the




z − z = limz!0
1
z − z f[Uβ(z)]ijuj(z
)− ui(z)g (24)
has a nite limit and is a vector which belongs to D. In the kernel form, the resolvent is now
given by
R0(; ) = ~wi()~ui() + :::; (25)
where ~ui are the liner combinations of ui that satisfy (~ui; uj) = ij and we have abbreviated
terms in (25) that do not contribute to the nal result. Plugging these results into (20) and
after a long but straightforward manipulation, we reach a simple expression
 lnJ = 1
2
[ M1












is the phase factor of the determinant.
The phase factor in Eq. (27) answers our original question about the behavior of I in the
vicinity of the point  = −M20 where I is zero. J indeed leaps to −1 when  moves along
the real axis from 1 and passes right on the value. To see it, we can now use a path that
circumvents the point along an circle with innitesimal radius  as  = −M20 + eiθ where 
moves 0 through .
Combining the modulus and the phase factor we get
Iβ [] = N 0 (M0 + M1) : (28)
M0 and M1 are in fact the transition amplitudes for the vacant and occupied states, respec-
tively. The result in (28) is not only consistent with the known case of the anti-periodic ( = 1)
and the periodic ( = −1) boundary conditions, but also applies for any complex boundary
condition parameter. It also conrms the expectation of the boundary condition dependence
made in our previous letter [6]. N 0 is expected to be one based on the discussion made there.
Its explicit value, however, will not aect the following discussion.
Although our calculation has been for a single fermionic oscillator so far, it indicates that
the similar boundary condition dependence takes place in eld theoretical fermions, perhaps
in an extended manner. At least for a simple case of a nite number, no matter how large,
of fermionic oscillators with a common boundary condition parameter  for all of them, we
can safely expect without suering from anomalies that the determinant is the trace of the
time evolution operator in which each state is weighted by F . It is hard to imagine that the
dierence of the determinant value caused by such a non-trivial weighting disappears even in
the limit T ! 1. Thus we have to be careful what boundary condition we are using in the
calculation.
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In order to see how the boundary condition aects the result, let us call an illuminating
example | the supersymmetric double-well quantum mechanics [14]. With q and p the coordi-
nate and momentum of the bosonic degrees of freedom,  y and  the creation and annihilation











[ y;  ]; (29)
where Q  (p + iW (q)) and Qy  (p − iW (q)) y and W is chosen to be W (q) = q(1 − gq)
with a coupling constant g. What would happen if one analyzes the model by the path-integral
without paying much attention on the boundary conditions? He intends to integrate the fermion
rst in a given bosonic background and then integrates the bosonic part weighting the bosonic
measure with the fermion determinant. The determinant is exactly given by Eq. (2) with
() = 1− 2gq(). In the periodic boundary condition the sign of the determinant alternates
between plus and minus in the backgrounds q() and 1=g − q(), while the bosonic potential
W (q)2 has same value for them. Then the remaining bosonic path-integral cancels between the
two and results in zero. He might conclude the model is ill-dened if he interprets this as the
statistical trace being zero.
We already know that the model is more than well-dened; it is an instructive example of
the dynamical supersymmetry breaking [14]. We can now see the path-integral over the periodic
congurations is not the statistical trace, but the regularized Witten index Tr(−)F e−TH [15],
see also [7]. Its vanishing solely indicates a possibility that the perturbative two zero-energy
states at g  0, one localized at q = 0 with F = 0 (F   y ) and the other localized at q = 1=g
with F = 1, may be lifted in pair by the dynamics and the supersymmetry may be broken. It
indeed happens in the model by the valley-instanton eect [16].
The investigation of the fermion determinants manifestly looking into their boundary condi-
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Figure caption: The schematic drawing of the contour C on the complex z-plane of DRz=z.
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